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About This Game

In a world of wizardry, wonder and untold mystery, you must undertake some of the most diverse quests to hone your skills in
spell casting, weaponry and melee combat. Your martial skills are soon put to the test as demonic monsters descend upon

Avencast, turning the academy into a state of chaos and destruction.

Armed with countless combat moves and spells, and a vast arsenal of equipment you must uncover the source of this evil by
vanquishing an onslaught of enemies. Treachery and deceit reveal themselves as the vicious army threatens Avencast’s very

existence. Amidst the mayhem, an astonishing truth unfolds which will forever change the battle scarred Wizard.
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Pretty much Bomberman. FREE also and you can host private matches. WIN WIN.. its a cool game. i just wish people would
play online. i havent been able to play this game online because no one is on. other then that i like the game. add me for some
king lucas online :). This is a unique solitaire game where you arrange your cards into poker suits to set up combos and blast
your opponent. It's fun. The story starts out interesting setting things in real history, but with fantasy troops around, but it
quickly becomes kill the bad guy, and the dialogues tries to be tongue-in-cheek too often. I love this installment of Heroes of
Might and Magic. It may not have the nostalgia factor of the III or the IV but the game dynamics are fun and the skill tree is a
great asset. The DLC are also worth your money as they rebalance the games and give you alternative units to increase your
replay value. Overall I clocked 300 hours on the game and it's DLC's.. nico did nothing wrong

edit 2019: nico still did nothing wrong. Just 4 move keys and 2 action keys for everything. Still really neat.
Nice gameplay, visuals and music!. This program has ceased to fly as designed. It does not respond to any changes in controls
and is impossible to fly. Could you reinstall this program so I can still enjoy my flying hobby?. I genuinely loved this game.
Mostly because you can play with the best dog ever. 

But really, the mechanics are solid. The story keeps you going. And the interactions are amazing. You'll hear people talk about
how the interactions don't mean anything and disappear as the game goes on...and they aren't wrong. But they're just so good.
And each new area will bring a new interaction or two that will just make you smile or blow your mind.

The game is short, probably around 2 hours, but there's just too much to love here for me not to recommend it. A very solid
entry into what a VR RPG should be.
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i love it who says it's terrible it's awseome and easy!. I can't get it to quit crashing on me, so I haven't seen the ending, but I'll
share my thoughts on the parts I did see.

While it is charming I also felt like some of the cutscenes were some kind of fever dream, animation wise. That really threw me
off.

The story seems nice enough and I think that overall this game is definately worth a try (as long as you can get it to work that
is...). I have played hundreds of hours of this game off Steam over the years. Still holds up even without wide screen. Definitely
worth $10. I love the option of playing economic or military maps from scenario to scenario. Building historic monuments is a
wonderful endgame mechanic for some of the scenarios. The military missions can range from simple to deadly. Tracking how
your city is doing can be done visually in most ways by watching how the homes look, which is great for beginners.. Games like
this are the reasons I love indie games. Superb game. But I dont know if someone will buy it or not, still you guys can try it and
buy it later just to support the devs.

10/10. This is another P2W.
Well, then try to win with skill, oh wait. There is no skill needed. Only luck.
Don't try it. It's based on luck.. fun but has lots of bugs. Game Information

Ghost Files: The Face of Guilt Collector's Edition is an Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game that was developed by Brave Giant
Studio and published by Artifex Mundi.

Since this game is a collector's edition, it comes with extra features, that are not available in its' counterpart; the standard edition.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visual in the game is nicely done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There are four different difficulty game modes to choose from: Casual; Advanced; Expert and Custom.

The notebook keeps tracks of progression in the game. Such as story events and clues.

There is an interactive map in the game. It allows the player to fast travel between each locations quickly without having the need to
constantly backtracking. It also indicates that there are variety of tasks that can be completed at various locations within the game.
The interactive map is not automatically given at the start of the game.

There is no padlock feature that is available to lock the inventory panel in place to make it stationary. The inventory panel is
stationary.

There are some interactive items in the game. Some of these interactive items may require extra components before they can be
interact with. All interactive items are marked with a symbol in one of the corners.

The forensic kit is used to help the player to examine collected evidences a bit more closely.

The elemental forge is only available when the player is in the astral plane. Each time the player is in the astra plane, the elemental
forge, needs to be found in the hidden object scenes. The elemental forge allows the player to combine two elements together. The
new element is then used to move barriers in the game.

The hidden object scenes consists of the following: Find "x" amount; Shadow items and Traditional word lists. Some of these hidden
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object scenes may require little or no interaction. Most of the hidden object scenes can be replayed in the game's extra feature
section.

There is an optional mini-game: Monaco. It is only available during hidden object scenes.

The puzzles are fairly easy without having the need to skip any of them. Most of the puzzles can be replayed in the game's extra
feature section as well.

There are three sets of collectibles in the game: Photographs; Tarot Cards and Forensic Tools. They are scattered throughout the
game for the player to find.

There are twenty-two different achievements that can be unlocked from playing the game. Each of these achievements does come
with some requirements that needs to be completed before they can be unlocked.

Since this game is a collector's edition, there is a bonus chapter, but it can be access only after the main story is completed.

Miscellaneous

There are extra features in the game: Bonus Chapter; Bonus Hidden Object Scenes; Bonus Puzzles; Wallpapers; Soundtrack and
Concept Art. Most of these extra features can be access only after the entire game is completed.

There are five different trading cards to collect. The game only drop three of those trading cards. There are several ways to get the
rest of the trading cards: Purchased from the Steam's Community Market; Trade with friends; Booster Packs and its' Booster Pack
Creator.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.. It's not bad for a time management game.
But the formula is over repeated and it brings nothing new to the table.
Can be fun for a bit, though.. Simple controls for anyone to enjoy, great lan game.
Soundtrack and announcer voices are great.

5/5 would play even against bots
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